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SUMMARY

Cultural vouchers subsidize cultural institutions, not through direct

grants, bqt by giving audiences funds to purchase services. The funds are

awarded,in the form of vouchers ,limited authorizations to spend funds.

Institutions accept these vouchers for services rendered(ihd then return

them to the issuing agency for cash payment. The benefits of this syStes

over traditional block grant-arrangements, include: (1) institutions ate.

paid in direct proportion to the services they actually provide, (2) in

theory, public funds are spent in the best way because consumers tan pick

and choose among the suppliers which off er.the best values; and (3).aud--

iences must make-active choices, and this fosters decisionmaking ability.

-The New York City Cultutal Voucher Program was designed to,test'the

cultural voucher idea, and. it had two basic goals: (1) to expand the kinds

of audiences that use cultural institutions, and (2) to expand the range of

services that these institutions. are willing to offer to the public. The

voucher demonstration, which operated last year with a budget of $280,144.

involved: (1) fifteen community organizations, which served as voucher

holders, (2) eight cultural institutions, each of which was provided with

a community 'liaison staff member, (3) an Advisory Board, which set policy,

and (4) a threeperson administrative staff. The Year 2 experience of the

Cultural Voucher Program can be summarized as follows:

1. The program expanded by adding an eighth cultural institution, and

1m. .

vouchers were awarded to six new community organizations, bringing the

total potential population served by the voucher program to approximately

150,000. -One community organization was dropped., (Pp..5. 8)



2. As of 1 May 1977, 'organizations and institutions had engaged in over

408 transactions since the inception of the program and these transactiona
N

involved services worth a total of $108,375. The average cultural insti-

tution earned $14,768..57, and engaged in antaverage of 51transactiona,

which had'a mean value of $265.62. The amounts that the variout.institu-'

tiona earned varied Widely ranging from a high of $28,613 to-a low of

$5,000. Earnings were not simply a function of museum size or location;

the liaisons' effectiveness had much to do with earnings (See pp. 15 - 16).

The vast majority of transactions were highly, positively evaluated by

both-the community representatives and the liaisons (See pp. 17 - 18).

3. -. It appears that institutions competed for voucher holders' business,

just as the voucher model assumes. This is evidenced by the fact that two

of *the seven girlsl cultural institutions replaced their liaisons in

order to compete more effectively. It is not clear, however, that money

motivated' this competition. For some of the museusia*(partidularly the

large ones) the rewards were primarily symbolic rather than financial, at

least during this stage of the voucher system's development. The important °

pOint is that institutions adapted their offerings in response to market

signals, and this validates a crucial assumption of the voucher model

(See pp: 16 - 17).

.

4. Initially, the community organizations bought services which were

routinely offered to groups (e.g.; admissions to events, standard museum

courl , film series). but overtime the pattern shifted, so that organiza-

tion are now receiving more custom services which are largely educational,

aimed at developing skills not simply appreciation. For example. exhibition
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training; African dance instruction, poetry instruction, and music

lessons are kinds of programs now being offered (See Table 7).

5. The,vouthertrackingsystem, which was initiated during Year 1 of the

program, has functioned well; and has been modified in only two minor ways.

'.One. signof the ayatem'a effectiveness ia that with over 400 transactions

completed; there has never been a contract dispute between voucher holders

and participating institutions'(See pp. 12 - 14).
4

6. One community organization's programa caused the administrative staff

to recommend the& suspension; and this case illustrates the ne4for due

process 'safeguards which do not exist at this point. Disputes between

institutions and/or organizations can be heard by the administrative staff,

and the Advisory Board ia available to hear appeals. But disputes between'

the administrative staff and individual participants pose a problem. Pro-

cedures are nee atod for safeguarding the participant's rights to due proceaa

(See pp. 24.- 25).

8.. On at least one issue (the distribution of cost information), the

interests of museums were placed before the interests of community groups.
---

This priority reflects the reality that cultural institutions must be nur-

tured. At this point in the development of the voucher system, maintaining

the cooperation of the museums ia imperative, eapecia3ly since the financial

clout of voucher dollars ia relatively small in the larger museums (See

pp. 25 - 26).

9. The Cultural Voucher Program is a componentof Museums Collaborative,

Incorporated, a nonprofit organization founded in 1970 to serve cultural

institutions.' Organizational stresses between the Voucher PrOgram and the

ht



parent organization have risen sharply, st least in part as a result of

the voucher program's rapid expansion and apparent success. The voucher

program, Which at one time was'a small part of the MC, Inc. program, now

accounts for 60 percent of the Collaborative's total budget; and organiza-

tional arrangements may have to be modified in order to reflect this new

rgelitr(See pp. 26-29).

10. The program is trying to move from a short-term demonstration project

Ito a petmanent institution, and to db this will require a number of changes.

Money is the chief engine of change. Instititionalization of the cultural

voucher program will require two changes, at the very least: (1) the pool

of money flowing between voucher holders and institutions must be exapnded

to provide real financial incentives to the institutions, and (2) the admin-

istrative intensity of the program -- the proportion of the total budget

which goes to administration -- must be reduced (See pp. 29 -30).

11. Administrative costs currently amount to $71,800 per annum, or about

26 percent of the total program budget. For every dollar that goes into

the voucher pool, transportation, or the liaisons' stipends, 41 cents is

spent in administrative overhead. This is understandable, given the exper-

imental nature of the demonstration project. Neither the museums nor the

community groups knew how to behave in a voucher system, and this meant

that the system had to be built on a day-to-day, decision-b y-decision basis.

This is understandably costly. The system is working now, and administra-

tive intensity can be reduced markedly, although there is some critical

mass.below which the administrative component cannot fall. One alternative
fr

is to expand the current program, while keeping absolute administrative

costs constant (See pp. 31 -32).

(v)
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12. 1Diecounting" is one way of expanding the number of dollars in the

voucher pool, without increasing the staff'sfundraising burdens.. Under

this scheme, voucher holders would have to put up some of their own funds

in order to pay for the services they receive. This could be done'by

selling vouchers at different discount rates. Forexaeple, a rich organ

ization might have to pay $1,000 for $1,000 worth of services, while a

poorer organization might get a $1,000 voucher for $500. Of course, some

organizations will continue to require 100 percent subsidies. Maintaining

an average discount rate. of 50 percent would double the size of the voucher

pool, without_increaling the voucher program's financial obligations (See

pp. 32 35 ).

(vi)
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Year 2 Evaluation' Report

New York City'Cultural Voucher Program

I. INTRODUCTION

A voucher syStam is a. device for subsidizing the wants and neediOf

individuals, but it works quite differently than direct delivery systems

that give institutions funds so that they will be available to provide

services. Under a voucher scheme, .the funds are awarded to'individuals

OT groups of consumers, so that they can purchase the goods, and services

they want at authorized institutions. The_funds are awarded in the form

of vouchers'-- limited authorizations to 'spend public funds,--,and insti-

I a

tutions accept these in payment forthe services they provide to consumers;

the issuing agency redeems the vouchers for cash.

This method of delivering goods and services to individuals is thought

to have certain benefits over traditional block gram systems. First,

institutions are subsidized only tothe extent that they'actually provide,

services, and hence. the voucher system provi4s a built in accountability

function. Second, vouchers guarantee that public funds are spent in the

best possible way, because voucher holders can pick and choose their sup

pliers among compettng suppliers. This means that suppliers who offer the

best values geld the business, in theory. Third, vouchers have certain

psycktological.benefits because individuals must make choices.: The voucher

holders are not passive recipients of goods and'services; they must shop

actively, must make decisions and live with the consequences of their

decisions. This should foster informationseeking and more careful

decisionmaking, as well as a greater sense of control over the environment.

1 .t.

N.
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The voucher idea is very flexible, and it can support a wide variety

of specific programs. 'Foodstaips, medicare-medicaid, and theC.I. Bill

are examples (some good and some bad) of. national voucher sysiets. Educa-

tion vouchers have been tried,in one limited experiment in Northern Cali-
;

fornig, and housing and transportation vouchers are now undergeing field

tests at several sitea. In the arts, the. admiaaion voucher systqa operated
I

in New York City by Theatre Development Fund (TDF) has served as 'a model

fOr the development of similar ticket voucher aystees in Buffalo, Boston,

Minneapolis, and Sae Francisco. Literature vouchers

permit people to boy books

trsk
in the United States.

This reporticdescribes

Voucher Program during the

objectives of this voucher

at discount prices 444S4

.
are

-- subsidies which

also under develgpment'

S

the activities of thell York City Cultural

period March 1976 through April; 1977. The

program are twofadt (1) to expand the kinds.

of audienceswhicb.use cultural institutions, and.(2) to expand the range

of services that culturil institutions ar4 willing to offer. The Program

began in 1975. The next section degcrAbes the current operations'orthe'
* . .

Cultural Voucher Program, and identitiesl*he major ch4Rges which occurred----I'
e

in Year 2.

*For additional information about vouchers,, see C. Bridge. "Voucher
Systems: ,Increasing Citizen Choice." In E. Savas (Ed.), Alternatives
for Delivering Public Services. New York: Praeger-Westview, 1977..

**Nelson Richardson. "Literary Vouchers: Can They Work?" Coda; 1977,
Vol. 4, No. 3 (February/March), PP 3-6.

2.-
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' II. DESCRIPTION

As pe gently tohstituted, the New York City Cultural Voucher Program
.

involves f ut entities: (1) a voucher administrative staff which cons fists

.--

Orthreef 31-time employees of Museums Collaborative, Incorporated (MC,

. (2) eight cultural instit#1.Ona, each of which is representedlby,a

lisison person;-(3) fifteen community organizations which together teach

an estimated 150000 people, 04) an Advisory Board which sets.polity for

theProgram, and (5) an external evaluation team. Major funding for the

Program comes from the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education

(FIPSE), an agency of the U.S. Department- of Health,.Eatation and Welfare.

cAdditionalfundingisprovidedbytontributionsfromfoundatione-corpora-

tions, and private donors.

The cultural voucher system works as follows: Each community organi=

3...

zation receives a voucher, the value of which fa determined by the Advisory

Board upon-the recommendation of the voucher staff. Qrganizations use

voucher funds th purchase-services from tuiturel institUtions, and the

cultural institutions are paid for their services when they return the

approved forms to MC, Inc. The community groups may spend their vouchers

in any authorized cultural institution; and they have wide latitude in what

they may buy with their voucher funds. Figure 1 summarizes the thedretical

,sequence of cause and effect relationshipk.Which is supposed to characterize

the voucher system. One objective of this evaluation is to determine how

well the Cultural Voucher Program lived up to this model.

The Teat 2 operations of the Cultural Voucher Program will be discussed.

under six subsection headings: (1) cultural institutions, (2) community

1



Incentives
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Model of cause and effect relationships
in a fully implemented cultural voucher'
system.
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organizations, (3) voucher staff, (4) finances, (5) program evaluation, (6)-

and system recordkeeping. Before we begin, certain hsaumpteions and conven

tions must be clarified. First, this is an evaluation of the voucher, system,,

not individUal community organizations ort cultural institutions. We are
.

interested in general principles, not specific experiences; so individual

iarticipants will be singled out only when their experience illustrates some

important principle of a' cultural voucher system.
.42 .,

Second, the, cultural institutions in this project include botanical, and

zoological gardens, as well as small community museums and large regional

museums. Occasionally, the term "museums" will be used instead of the term

' "cultural institution," but this is simply for convenience and variation.

In no case are we comparing' or contrasting museuma with nonmuseums (i.e:,

botanical and zoological gardens).

Finally, the ,use of the term "Year 2" poses some problems, because the

project funding period (July JUne), the evaluation contract period (April
9

March) and the five transaction periods are not comparable {. Vouchers were

awarded for five transaction periodii September through December, 1975,

January through April, 4976, May through AugUst, 1976, September through

Deceinber, 1976, andiJanuary through April, 1977. Our analysis of the trans

actions and earnings corresponds to these five transaction periods, and

includes all data which were submitted as of miclnigt on' 29 April 1977.

When referring to the project's finances, Year 1 is defined as July 1, 1975

through June 30, 1976, and Year 2 is defined as July 1,: 1976 through June '30,

1977.*

*Note that these are different definitionwthan the Collaborative uses in
specifying its Program years.

tJ

4.



A. Cultural Institutions

As of September, 1976, the cultural.vouther system included eight

cultural institutions which are located in the'five borourghs of New York

City. Table 1 describes the participating culturalinstitutions. One

institution, the Museum of Contemporary Crafts, joined the voucher system

.during Year 2; all the others joined at the outset of the project. While
,

no museugis have-dropped out since the inception of the project,,one was

temporarily upended during a period of reorganization, and'a second is.

currently on suspension. El Museo del Barrio attracted.a gobd.deal of

initial interest from community organizations, but then was unable to

deliver services, and the_Edvisory Board suspended their Iihisen's stipend

temporarily. They reorganized their voucher stab; and rejoined the system

with excellent results. The New Muse, a community museum in Brooklyn, was

suspended in March, 1977, because they failed to use the liaibon 'stipend

correctly.

Each institution received funds to pay for a liaison staff.P erson,

although the amount of these payments varied from institution to insticu7.

tion. Pour received stipends of $12,100. to hire full-time liaisons, two

received $7,260. for part-time liaisons, and the Museum of'Contemporary.

Crafts, the most recent arrival, received $6,600. for a part-time liaison*

(See Table 1).

Two things are noteworthy about the cultural institutions' operations

during Year 2 of the Piogram. First, institutions were sensitive to market

*Stipends are paid on a I June 1976 to 30 May 1977 basis. The $6,600
received by the Museum of Contemporary Crafts is equal to the amount
paid other part-time liaisons during Year I.



forces.' That is, they changed their strategies and offerings in response

to market feedback, and this validated one of the'major assumptions of the

voucher model.. The best evince of this is that two of the original seven

cultural ins titutuions replaced their liaison personnel for the expressed

purpose. of improving their performance in the voucher sys' (Parenthet

ically, both institutions did earn considerably more after ey changed
.

liaisons.)

6.

Second, the cultural institutions provided services which hey do not
F

4
routinely offer to the general public. The evidence for this wi 1 be pre-

dented later in Section IIIB, but the important point.bere is t St/the

cultural institutions operated essentially as predicted by the voucher,/

model. They provided new and innovative services, and they competed. with
t.

each other for voucher business. It is not clear, however, that he

tutions were after money alone, because most service's yere furnished at

cost, even though the market would bear somewhat higher pr/Ices. By and

large, the important 'outcomes tended to be symbblic xe,fier than financial.

. .

For example , the American. Museum of Natural
/
Histo 's Year 1 earnings

represent approximately .05 percent of that ins tution's total budget and

about three percent of the Education, Depart
0

B. Community Organizations

At present, fifteen conmunity/rganizations hold vouchers. During-the

second year of the Program, six /ew organizations were awarded vouchers, and

's budget.

one organization, Mobilizati for Youth (MFY), was suspended indefinitely.

MFY failed to use its vo er funds between the first and third transaction

periods, and hence th

/1/
//

%Advisory Board replaced this organization and returned
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tai
'its d to the voucher pool. The addition of the six new groups,less

the los of the.Mobilization for Youth, means that the voucher system's

potent 1 audience has -risen from approximatejy 75,000 in Year 1 to approx-

imately 150,000 ib Year 2:.

Table 2 describes the characteristics of the fifteen participating

community rganizations. It 14 clearOom these data that the new orgaid-

zations like the original organizations, represent people who, for various

reasons, are unlikely .to use the City's cultural institutions. Reaching

these "nontraditional audiences" is a prime objective of the current voucher'

demonstration, and this means that the voucher demonstration takes on the

aura of a social welfare program. Admittedly, all of the organizations

serve at least some low-income, economically-disadvantaged populations, and

-their-cultural purchases must be subsidized almost totally. However, the

current. configuration of the Program should nbt blind us to the fact that

vouchers can be used to deliver cultural services to a wide variety of

people. Vouchers in general and cultural vouchers in particUlar are not

restricted to social welfare uses.

It is important to distinguish between two thrusts in the pre-sent

voucher demonstration. These can be described as: (1) providing cultural

services to nontraditional, underserved audiences, and°(2) testing the

assumptions of the voucher model. In one sense these objections are inex-

tricably related in the present voucher system, and it can be argued that

if vouchers can work with nontraditional audiences, they can work anywhere.

The important issue here is that the voucher system can meet many different

public policy objectives, not simply Social welfare objectives; and the
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potentially conflicting objectives of Program will become more salient

Sig the Program attempts to move from a short -term demonstration to a stable,

permanent institution.

C. Voucher'Administrative Staff

o
The administrative staff 40w consists of MS. Susan Bertram, director;.

Ma. Roily Sidford, assistant director, and Mr. Rattly Mohamed, program 0

associate. 'Ma: Sidford joined the staff as program asSoCiate'in'Febtuary

1976; she replaced Ms.. Cheryl McClenney as assistant director in'September

1976, when Ms. McClenne resigned to become Assistant Commissioner for the

Department of Cultural Affairs for New York City. Mr. Saffiz Mohamed assumed

Mb. Sidford'a former position aepvgram associate. Technically, the Voucher

Program staff reports to the direCtor of Museums Collaborative, Incorporated,

Ma.. Priscilla Dunhill.*

The allocation of responsibilities did. not change significantly as a.

result of the personnel changes which occurred during Year 2. Fund raising,

public appearances and media contacts, and the major policy deciciona

remained the primary responsibilities of the project diiector. Day -to -day

operations fell primarily to the assistant director and program associate,

although Ms. Sidford shifted between roles. This provided some flexibility

and continuity in the management of the Voucher Program, but it also presents

a nascent problem. Because she can operate easily in roles at different

points in the organizational hierarchy, Ms. Sidford will undoubtedly need

*Hs. Dunhill resigned the directorship after the close of the evaluation
contract period and was replaced by Ms. Bertram. Ms. Sidford was promoted
to the voucher project directorship at the same time. The matter is dis-
cussed in Section IV-E.
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more public recognition for her )road responsibilities, and this may create

. problems if the project does not provide increasingly greater visibility and

mobility for her. One solution is to give her a larger role in an expanded

voucher system, but this assumes that an expanded system is imminent:

D. Finantes
44-

During Year Z*, the bulk of the Cultural Voucher Program's operating

funds camefrom the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondaryt Education

(FIPSE), an agehcy of the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

But the program also benefited from funds supplied by. the New York State

Council on the Arts, the National Endowment for the Arts, the Edward John

Noble, Surdni, and Robert Sterling Clark Foundations,. the Rockefeller

Brothers Fund, the A4On Products Foundation and other donors.

It is estimated that about,.-one -third of the administrative staff's

time was devoted to fundraising activities, and the tangible results of

this effort are summarized in Table 3, which shows the sources of all Year

2 fluids..Note that this table does not include services in kind which were

provided by the New York City Department of- Cultural Affairs. These services.

4

included office space, office equipment, a bus, some photocopying services,

and some telephone services: The estimated market value of -these services

was approximately 01,000, altholigh this figure did not appear in any

'Museums Collaborative budget.

21

4
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Table 3

Sources of Funds in Year 2

Fund for the Improvement'ef Postsecondary Education
(Health, Eduiation and Welfare)

_IP

$115,792.

New York State Council on the Arts 30,600.

National Endowment forrihe Arts . 25,000.

Edward' John Noble Foundation 25,000.

Surd= Foundation 25,000.

Robert Sterling Clark Foundation 25,000.

Rockefeller Brothers Fund .15,1300.

Avon Products Foundation
0

2,500.

Chase Manhattan Bank 1,0

Mobil Foundation 0.

$265,892.

On the outlay side of the ledger, the Cultural Vodcher Program's budget

in Year 2 was divided as follows:

PROGRAM SERVICE COSTS

Voucher for community organizations $90,000.

Transportation for Voucher holders 14,000.

Stipends for liaisons 69,520.

Other services to participants 2,500.

r;

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS

EVALUATION

DISSEMINATION

D.

The difference between Income and outlays ($14,252)
was made up by savings from Year 1.

22

$176,020.

71,800.

20,000.

12,324.

$280,144.
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The relative costs of administration can be .Calculatedi.eatleakt

three ways. First, the budget can be divided into two components -- services

vs. everything else. If we label all nonservice costs as "administrative

costa," C e ratio of service dollars to administrative dollars .would be

$176,020.0104,124., or, in round numbers, $1.O0:$.59. But obviously many

of the nonservice costs resulted from the experimental nature of the

voschee demonstration, and the figure of $1.00:$.59. givess poor estimate

of what it costs to run a basic voucher system. Evaluation and dissemina

tion costs clearly fall into the category of extracydinary coats. If thee

costa are removed from the administrative category, the ratio of.service

dollars to admi strative dollars is $176,020..;$71,800., or $1.00:$.41.

And finally, we c n remove fundraising expenses from the $71,800. in order

to estimate what it wog cost to rul.Na voucher system that had reliable,

relatively permanent funding. Under these conditions, the ratio of service

dollars to administrative dollars would be $176,020 :$49,533.,* or in other

words, $1.00:$.28. That is, for every dollar in services, the project must

1:e

spend 28 cents in administrative overhead.

The ratio of service dollars to administrative dollafir is an important

point of debate, and the matter is discussed in detail in'Section VA,

Administrative Intensity.

E. Evaluation

The Year 2 evaluation differed from the previous year's evaluation in

three ways: First, the evaluation team was changed. Professors Charles

*This is based on the reasonable assumption that fundraising consumes about
onethird of the staff's time.

1
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Kadushin and Noel Tichy, who directed the Year 1 evaluation, resigned.

Cary Bridge, who had served as a consultant to the Kadushin-Tichy team, was

selected to,direci`Efie Year 2 evaluation. 'Second, the "thrust of the eval-

uation changed, so that in Year 2 much more time was devoted to policy
\

'planning and program management, and less energy was devoted to academib

research questions. Third, the cost A the evaluation was reduced by

almost 20 percent in Year 2, although the amount of reporting required'

was substantially greater than in Year 1.

F. Record-Keeeina.

J

The voucher tracking system which was developed' by C. Bridge during

the first year of the project has proven adequate, and only two changes

were Sede'during Year 2. The system involves four forms: Appendix A

presents the forms and explains how they are used. Briefly stated, the

procedure is as follows: Once a cultural institution and community organ-

ization have 'reached an agreement, a SERVICE REQUEST form is signed and

sent to MC,Inc. This serves as a contract, and itspecifiee the services

to be delivered, the dates of delivery, and the maximuttosts. After the

services are provided, a SERVICE REPORT form is'filed, and when signed by

the community organization representative, this serves as an authorization

to transfer ebfunde from the organization's voucher account to the cul-

tural-inatitution. At the same time, the community representative com-

iIites a confidential EVALUATION PORN which rates the quality of services

provided by the institution. The cultural institution liaison also com-

pletes a confidential EVALUATION FORM which indicates the liaison's view

of the transaction.

12.
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Last year, the SERVICE REQUEST form was modified slightly in order

to permit' better coding of activities. The coding categories, whidh were

developed on the basis of Year 1 experience; are as follo*s:

Code Activity
i

a

01 Admission to regular museum programs (including planetarium shows,
--Zoological gardens, special tours of architectural landmarks, zoo.
logical exhibits, and "behind the scents" of various museum
depattments,

02 ,,Weekly lessohs in acting, drums, piano, gardening, painting and
drawing, etc., usually involving hands -on experience and transfer
of concrete skills.

03 Museum lectures'or courses in urban ecology, appreciating modern
art, African art, African dance, African music, textiles.

04 Direct services including exhibit design and installation, prepar-,
ation of exhibit catalog; in-museum trainingin the installation.
of e#hibits; printing of flyers for community group exhibit; taping
and preparation of videotape cassettes.

05 Staff seminars and workshops (e.g., fundraising techniques)'.

The second change in the tracking process was not an addition, but a

deletiOn. The SERVICE REPORT form contained an item which asked about the

racial and sex distribution of the people served in each transaction. These

data were needed, it was believed, in order to demonstrate that the cultural
2

voucher program was indeed serving audiences which are unlike those that

usually patronize the participating cultural institutions. Some- liaisons

resented the question and therefore refused to provide the requested data.

The evaluation team's explanation of the need for these data increased

responses somewhat, but a significant number of the SERVICE REPORT forms

continued to omit this information. The continued resistance to requests

for these data reflects the failure of the evaluation staff to adequately

justify the need for the data.:
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.

Overall, the tracking system has worked well, and'eherh in every

reaaon to believe that the basic system cad .be gerieralizeckto-a much larger

*

voucher program. Currently, MC, Inc. operates the tracking system manually,

and forms are forwarded to the evaluation team for computer procesaing.

Thi computerized management system could be used for day-to-day operations

with only a minimum of..iteXf.training and a small additional cost. How-
.

evr, this will be dostceffe.bEive ofily4n ai expanded voucher system. The

next section, which describes the transaction that- occurred duringYear 2,

i

mikes nse'ef the computerized data base.*

"N.

O

4

..

*The computer programs and file structure are.detailed in Appendixil.

14.
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III. TRANSACTIONS

Since its inception, the Cultural Voucher Program has provided community ,

organizations' with vouchers worth more than $108,37.5.,An&-eight institutions"

have been authorizea to accept these vouchers ai.payment for services ren.

derea. . Bow did the community organizations spend their money? What services .

.

.

did they buy with' their vouchers, and did their buying preferences - .

!tastes" - change as they gained experience in the.cultural)sorld? -Which, .

institutions' attracted the most voucher dollars? 'The least? 'What accounts

- for this distribution? These are the questiOfts we Will address in this

section. The information-is presented in three subsections which conterns

(1) the dollar flow from community organizations to VV.turel institutions;.:

(2) the kinds of services that organizations purchased, and 431 the organi-

zations' and institutions' evaluations'of these transactions.

A. Dollar Flow*

the distribution of funds among the fifteen community organizations

is shown. in Table 4. The bases for these allocations are described in

Subaction IV-B and will not,bediscussed here. The queltion is, 'where

did the voucher funds go? Table 5 presents the relevant data. One insti-

- Onion attracted $28,613., while another earned only $5,428., a range of

$23,185. In other words, the least utilized institution, the New York

Zoological Soaetj, earned only 23 percent as much as the most utilized

institution, the Brooklyn Museum. The average (mean) amount earned by

the institutions was $14,768.57. .

*The data for the Museum of Contemporary Crafts are omitted in all compari-
sons of earnings, because this institution did not join the voucher system
until the fourth transaction period. To include these data would seriously
distort comparisons.

. 0

.



Table 4

Voucher Dollars Used by Community Organizations

Comm-Org:' Period: 1

AICH $ 800( 7)

Elm-Car' $1,700( 7),

$1,750( 1,4)

"Hts. & Hill $1,290( 4)

HANAC

ica

Manhood

. Mobil f Xth

Northaide

Prof i(etn

its
St:

Bethany

Crown Hts

JASA

Total

r

2

759( 4)

$2,784(14)

$3,406(14)

$1,071( 6)

$1,817C3) $2,401( 4).

111,56o(13) $4,456(26)

$476(.3) $ :954( 5)

414385( 1) -

$1,78411) $4,4o6(16)

,$ 796( 3) $2,290( 3)

$14,662(56)$22,525(92)

3,

$ 1,591( 2)

$ 3,016(17)

4 1,434( 7)

$ 2,494( 9)

$ 3°,538(10)

$ 2,048(12)

$ 1,777(

$ 386(10)

$ 1,267(13)

$ 2,412(13)

$19,984(98)

5

$ 139( 1)

Total -,

3,289(. 14)

$.3,347( 9) S-21575( 3)

2,952( 5)$ 3,039(3

$ 2,380(16) $1,4o2(12)

3,350q 2) S.' 333( 3)

.$ 3;152(13) $1,122112y

$.1,046( 1)

4,429(17) $ 1,430( 8)

4 11898( 5) $ 2,286( 3)

$ 2,000( 1) 4'2,000( 2)

$ 1,361(16)

$ 1,485( 4)

$ 1,050( 1)

550( 1)

$29,138(92)

$ 13,420( 50

12,581( 33)

8,637( 147)

$ 11,4* 22)

$ 11038( 76)

5,557()3.4)--

$ 1,771(

$ 13,336( 65)

$ 9,682( 27)-

$ 4,000(; 3)

568(.4) $ 1,929( 20)

$ 2,348( 8)

905( 1)

$ 1,3?6( k)

$

2,348( 8)

2,39o( 5)

1,050( 1)

1;856( 5)

$21,313(63) $107,622(401)
et

4
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MOO BALTN ELM= MX% a MUSS Mom liOT cour CRAFT ' -TOTAL

Aucil-10 $ 545(7) i 2575(5) 0 . ' 30 (1) 0 ; 8 z:9( 1 ) 0 0 8 3289{113

8 3773(12)

$ 2095(2)

$ 350(2)

* 8 228(2)

8 5104(21)'

8 3713(11)

i 3008(4)

$ h216(10)

8 85142(9)

$ 1361(7)

$ 1902(2)

0

$ 321(3)
.

0

$ 200(1)

' 0 8 2791(2)

$ 1460) $ 80(2) 0

8 2537(14).. 8: 55(1) $ 2216(10)

8 5195(3) $ 219(2) 0

01000(3) o 0

8 283(6) 8' 25(1) 8 90145)

0 i. 95(1) 0

8 1605(2) 8 702(2) o-

$ 105%1) 0 , o

$ 430(2) $ 320(1) 0

$27,661(81) $28,613(58) 85,434(21)

Mac

JewA.

MANHOOD

man r rril

TIP

Nourusni

PROJ REIN

SEM ST:

CAS1TA

BETHANY

mom Uri.

...jASA

IOTA).

8- 573(5) $2438(11) $ 953(7) 0

8 ..%%(1) 85270(22) 8 731!1(2) 0 ::::::::::

i 53(2)

i 550(2)
. /

1527(6) o 165(5) $ 2016(19) $ 130(4) 8,7r1(1e)

$ 1131 (3) 8 4642)-8 7140) . 0. $ 507(3) 811,498(23)

$ 2097(9) $2997(13) 8 11112(6) $ 1490(17) 8 763(10' 811055(7R)

i 103(11) $2693(9) . i 0 $ 0 0 $ 5,586(15)

O $1385(i) i u5(2) 8 too) 0 8 1,m(u).

$2057(5) 8 778(3) 8 1503(8) .8 3%63(17) i 1255(8)

O $1550(9) $ 6410)

0 0 . 0

$ 1521(11) 8 556(2)

0 o i79::7:1320:(437)::
.

$ 45(1) . o 1.507

/$ 035(3) 0

O 0 0. O i 113(1) $ 240(5)

O 0 0 0. 0

.8

i 1.030(1)

$ 147(1) o '' o o 8 319(1) 1,856(5)

88,373(4) 817,111(64) 85,112802) $10,760(76)

Table 5 Doliar Flow Between Community

0,995(26) $108.375 1.-)

30.Organizations and Cultural Institutiona

Through 1 May 1977.



The average (mean) transaction was worth $262.86, but this masks a

wide range of costs. The smallest transaction cost only $5.00 (the fee for

a seminar), and the most expensive transaction was worth.$2,000.00. The

data in Table 6 show that the institutions varied widely in the number-of

transactions they entered into and the Mean value of these transactions.

As one would, expect in s dynamic market, the amount the institutions

earned varied from period to period. In other words, some institutions

came on strong at the beginning and stayed that way, while others started

slowly and improved as they gained experience., The American Museum of

Natural History is any example of the former case, and the Museum of Modern

Art illustrates the latter situation. Figure 2 shows the amount that each

institution earned in each transaction. period, but the data are piesented

as cumulative frequency curves. The sharper the slope of the curve, the

more the institution earned during that period; a flat curve indicates no

earnings during the period.

R. Services Rendered

Over 400 transactions occurred between institutions and organization

between 1 Septembe 1975 and 29 April 1977. Appendix C summarizes the

services that the various community organizations purChased with their

vouchers. These services can be grouped conveniently into fiversategories:

admission to regular museum programs and special tours, weekly lessons,

museum courses, direct services, and staff training.*

The difference between museum courses and weekly lessons is this: courses
expose people to things, while lessons teach diem how to do these things.

3;

4

16.
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Table 6 CUltOral Institutions' Earnings

Through 1 May 1977.

'Cult. Inst. No. of Total Val:le Z;ean Value SD
Transactions%.

81 - 327%661. f.1341.49 $414;
1

58 S28,613. :4%93.33* S647
. ,

1

21 -, $ ,5,434 $259.76 . 41298.
.

. i

40 $ 8.373. :1120.33 $278.
.'

61 317,111. !1267.36 $2-13.

42 $ 5,428. $129.24 $156.

76 $10,760. -$:T41.58 651.
26 t 4,995. t)192.12 $183.

ArNif

El guseo
N
YOttA

New ruse

Bronx Zoo

Queens* got

Cont. t:rafts

The standard deviation is a statistic which indicates the degree of dispersion
of values around the arithemetic mean. The smaller the SD, the less variation
therewas in earnings.

ri0



Earnings (In Thousands)
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Fig. 2 - Cumulative Earnings of
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Five Transaction Periods.
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Table 7 shows the percentage -of transactions in each category which

occurred during each of the five transaction periods: These data are

relevant to the_questiom, did the community organizations change their ,

preferences fdr services as they gained experience in tile cultural world?

Simply statedp.thelanswer is yes. The data suggest that organizations

initially purchased mostly existing services (e.g., admissioSs or courses),

but over time they!Shifted toward nontraditional' services, notably sctiv-

-ities which taught -specific skills. it appears that community groups

looked at what was; available, liked what they'saw, and said, "Teach us

how to do that.",

The transactions which occurred between Elmr-Cor and the American

Museum of Natural ristory provide a prime example. Elm-Cor purchased

courses in Africamiculture, and this led to arrangements for African dance

'classes. As a result of these classes, Elm-Cor youths areloficient

enough in authentic African dances that they have been invited to perform

publicly on a number of occasions in less than a year.

Even a cursory inspection of the data in Table'7 and Appendix C will

show that the cultural institutions h oucher system are providing

services which are not routinely offered to non-voucher audiences. inter-

. views with selected liaisons confirm this conclusion. The Cultural Voucher

Program has evidently achieved its goal of broadening the services that

institutions Offer to nontraditional audiences.

C. Evaluation

in this chapter we have examined the flow of dollars from organizations'

to institutions and the kinds of services that organizations bought with

a.
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Table 7

Services Purchased by Community Organizations in Each Transaction Period .

A

Sept.-Dec. 1975 Jan.- April, 197$ May-August 1976 Sept.-Dec. 1976 Jan. April 1977 Total
. 1 2 3 4 5

ype of Service:

Admissions and 4W. ' \
. » »

Tours .

.

$1640(1.1) 11.2% $ 1,047(15) .4.6% $2,621(26) 13.0% $ 1,523(19)- 5.2% $ 904(42) 4.2% $ 7,735( 83) 7.2 .-

Weekly Lessons 4,526(12) 30.8 14,331(40) 63.6 7,875(42) 39.4 17,395(45) 594, 13,33370139) 62.0 57,497678) 53.3'

Museum Courses 3,379(12)..23.0 5,458(20 34.2 4,022(17) 20.0 5,467(19) 18.8 6,007(11) 27.9 -24,333( 83) 22.5

Staff Seminars .
,--.. # i

and Workshops '1,260(14) 8.6 585( 6) 2.6 1,587( 3) 7.9. 858( 4) .2.9 200( 1) J.0 4,490( 28) 4.

..i .

DireCt
Services 3,856( 7) 26.2 1,104( 7) 4.9 3,880( 8) 19.4 3,894( 5) 13.4 1,045( 2)' 4.9 13,779( 29) 12.8'

$14,661 $22,525 $19,985 $29,137 $21,526' $107,834*

DOeint correspond to total $108,375..because some transactions could not be coded due to Incomplete data.

A.
36



their voucher dollars. Now-we turn to quite a different, set of issues,

namely, participants' subjective evaluations of each other.

The data come from the confidential evaluation forms whicheinstitutions

and orga izations prepared independently after each transaction (refer to

Appendix kfor details). Community representatives were asked for three:

kinds of information: (1) overall, how satisfied were you with the trans-

action?, (2) would you seek these services again?, 00 would you recommend'

this institution tdother organizatidis? Liaisons answered essentially the

same questions, that is,, (1) overall, how satisfied were you with this

transaction ?, (2) would you provide these same services to this organiza-

.tion again?, and (3) would yOur institution be willing to provide these

services to other organizations in the future? Table 8 summarizes the

aggregated responses to these, six items. It is obvious that the vast

majority of transactions were rated very positively, and organizations

would purchase the same services again and recommend the institutions'

to others. This feeling was reciprocated by the institutions who were

, generally willing to offer the same services to others.

No evaluations of specific transactions will be reported here, because

the raters submitted their evaluations in confidence. However, summary

evaluations are provided in Table 9 for each of the institutions and organi-

-. zations; except in cases where there areless than five transactions, and it

might be possible, to infer individual data with some degree of accuracy.

The descriptive statistics make it quite clear that the vast majority of

institutions and organizations were very positively evaluated, although*

there was some significant variation between institutions and between

community organizations.

18:



Table 8

Descriptive Statistics for Evaluations Aggregated Across.
Institutions and Organizations, through 1 January 1977.

Community representatives ratings of
institutions

.Overall, hilw Satisfied were you
with -this exchange? . 12.5 4 2 269'

(0 gm very dissatisfied, 1

. 14 Very satisfied)

.

Average Standar
Cmeani__ Deviati er

gni:wing what you know now, would you
havi sought these services?

(Lis Aefinitely would not,
5. definitely would)

Would you recommend this institution to
other'iommunity organizations?

s definitely would not;
5 definitely would)

. Liaisons' ratings of community organizations

Overall, bow satisfied were you with this

4.6 2 269

4.8. 0.97 269

(0. very dissatisfied,

the same services to this community
organization in the future?

organizations in the future?

l definitely would not,

14 very satisfied)

Would your institution be willing to supply

5 gm definitely would)

Would your institution be willing to supply
the same services to other community

4.6

4.7

0.98

0.93

-224

A

224

exchange? 11.8 5.17 224

4;

The standard deviation is a statistic which indicates the degree of dispersion
si

In other words, the smaller the standard deviation, the more homogeneity of
opinion there was.

0

dard deviation, the greater the dispersion of ratings around the average rating.
of valuei around the arithmetic mean, i.e., the average. The greater the.stn

(1 definitely would not,
5 definitely would)gm

3E>



Table 9
1

Ewaliations Received by.ench Inntitution andOrganization Through 1 January 1977.
(0 In very dissatisfied, '7 01 neutral, 14 01 very satisfied)

Institutions rated by community representatives
Average Standard
(mean) Deviation

Number of
Transactions

Rated

American Museum of Natural History 12 2 60

Brooklyn Museum 12 5 38

El Huse° del Barrio 13 2 8'

Museum of Contemporary Crafts 11 4 13.

Museum if Modern Art 13 2 9

New Hue* Community Museum 13 2 48

Vey York Zoological Society 13 2 34,

Queens Botanical Garden ' 12 4 54

Organizations Rated by Liaisons

American Indian Community House 13 1 15

Bethany Family Circle *

Casita Maria 12 1 16

ELHeOR Youth and Adult Activities 12 4 29

Group Live-In Experience 13 1 52
0

Heights and Hills Community Council 12, 3 29

Hellenic-American Neighborhood Action Council 12 4 12

Henry Stzget Settlement *

Jamaica Ser/ice Program for Older Adults 13 3 39

Manhood Foundation 10 1 8

Mobilization for Youth 13 2 9

Norghside Center for Child Development 9 6 34

Project Return *.

TIP Neighborhood House 11 5 16

*Too few transactions to report



IV. POLICY ISSUES.I..,

This section summarizes the major policy issues which were dealt with,

explicitly or implicitly, during the second year of the Voucher Program.

The questions concerned:

A. Should new funds be used to add more museums or more community organi...

zations to the voucher system? In other words, haw much should go for y.

liaisons' stipends, and how much should go for organizations', vouchers?

19.

B. Row should the available voucher funds be allocated among the community

organizations?

C. The vouarr staff can adjudicate diqputes_between institutions and

organizations, but how can due process be insured when the voucher staff

and participants are in conflict?

D. Should organizations be given cost information about each, others'

transactions so that they can comparison shop among competing cultural

institutions?

E. Can the organizational stresses which developed between MC, Inc. and

the voucher staff be ameliorated?

F. Can the voucher project attain an acceptable degree of financial,

political, and social permanence?,

A. Dollars for Liaisons or Vouchers?'

s.

f

The Voucher Program's budget falls into four general categories:

(l) vouchers awarded to organizations, (2) stipends for liaisofis in the

4C,
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institutions, (3) administration, and A4) program evaluation. Between Year.

and Year 2, the total budget rose from $216,854. to $280,144. Evaluation

costs fealty 20 percent, but every other budget category expAnded, and the

iilitive expansion of the three remaining categories vouchers, stipends,

and'idministration.costs represents a key policy issue.

In essence, the issue is this: When new dollars arrive, should they be

added to the voucher pool for organizations to use, or should they be used

for stipends so that more institutions caftjoin.the program? Both events

occurred; one institution.was added (with a stipend valUed at $6,600.), and

- six-community organizations were added (with vouche worth $24,000.). This

ratio roughly approximates the earlier balande betw en stipends and vouchers.

At the outset of the evaluation, we had predicted that when the. economic

interests of institutions and organizations came into'conflict -- as they surely

must do' in any exchange system -- the voucher staff would support the$nstitu-

tions at the expense of the community organizations. This prediction was based

on certain tenable assumptions about the staff's long term commitments. The

voucher system is administered by professional arts management people, and

their long term career goals would be enhanced by pleasing museums rather than

community organizations. Presumably, adding new museums brings approval and

recognition from more people in the museum world, and this is the reference

group that career arts management people think of first. Adding community

organizations provides less short-term gratification in this social system.*

*One might make an'argument for these priorities. The voucher staff muse
curry favor in the museum world, not for their own personal gain, but rather
for the success of the Program, because the whole project depends upon the
goodwill and enthusiasm bf the cultural institutions. They can withdraw at
any-time, and then the whole Program will be lost, and no community groups,
will be served. Moreovek, the institutions are not financially dependent on
voucher dollars. and they can leave without much damage to their-budgets.
Under these conditions, it makes sense to put institutional interests before
_community groups' interests.
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This bias has not occurred in the allocation of stipends vs. vouchers,

although there is some other evidence that at least one other area of con-

flict was resolved in favor of the-institutions, at least in the abort run

(See Section IVA), Information for DecisiOnmaking). .The questions of,,

. stipends versus vouchers will arise continually, but in the.future the

debate may not be resolved in the same way. Section V-C addresses this

issue in terms of future policy decisions.

a

S. Allocations to Community Organizations

Problem: flow should the available voucher funds be divided up among

the community organizations? These organizations differ in terms of size,

geographical location, "social significance," and administrative experience.

Moreover, most of the COs 110 of the current 15) have some exPerienee in the

voucher dystem, so they have "track records." Any or all of these factors

could be used as criteria for allocating voucher funds, and the problem

facing the Advisory Boar was to define,appropriath measures of "deserving-
.;

mess." This became more of a problem as the voucher system matured.

,At the outset of the demonstration, everyone received the same size

voucher: $2,000 for four months. The, idea was to.give all groups an equal

chance to practice using the voucher system, instead of trying to allocate

the initial vouchers on the basis of "potential" for success. Later, the -

Advisory Board gave different size vouchers to the various community groups

based on their performance in the Program. Generally, this system of

initially similar vouchers followed by differential vouchers achieved its

objective of giving COs an opportunity to learn how to deal with museums.

4 Z.
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One alternative to this arrangement was considered but rejected. Under

this scheme, COs would have turned in proposals which would have been eval-

uated by the Board and funded accordingly. Of course, this method-would

have benefited the larger organizations, which already had experience with

proposal preparation.
1

At the beginning of
- - - . ----- - - - - - - - ade for a fourth

time, and this time the allocation procedure raised some important issues.

The voucher staff went through time-consuming processes of rating COs, and

the liaisons also independently rated the community organizations. As al

22.

end result of this process, the voucher staff and liaisons.together submitted

allocItion recommendations to the Advisory Board. The Board had difficulty

assigning differential vouchers on the basis of deservingness, and the chief

problem-wets that they were unwilling to specify%the criteria of deservingness.

Into this vanilla stepped a few Board members who tried to generalize their

previous extensive experience with traditions). giantsprograms. They wanted

to require all of the community organizations to draw up forthal prOposals,

so that the Board could weigh them and assign funds on a project-by-project.

basis. This, of course, establishes a mini-grant system and destroys the

basic idea of a voucher system. It says that the Board, not the individual

consumer, knows best. This attempt at establishing a min. -grant system was

rebuffed, and the Advisory Board eventually did make differential alloca-

tions for the fourth transaction period. But this'seeminglysmall event

illustrates some important problems with the 46cher demonstration.

First, the newer Adyisory Board members were inadequately educated in

the philosophy and workings of the voucher system. Given this ignorance,

A
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they simply fell back on the eprience they knew best -- the traditional

grant program format. This was not simply a problem for a few new members

of-the Board; it was a problem which will arise agiin and again as the

Board changes composition. Educatipg'new members in the philosophy of the

Program before they their voting seats on the Board is important, and

it should not be left to the process of informal learning. The voucher

staff and senior members on the Board must accept responsibility for this

I
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education, and the preparation of appropriate training manuals would help.

Second, the confusion which surfaced during the allocation process

illustr a continuing problem in the relationship between the Advisory

Board and the voucher staff. The staff is better informed about details

of the system, simply because it is their full-time job to operate the

system. Yet when. decisions are made, the Advisory Board is often unwilling

to accept the'staff's recommendations without critical examination. This

examination would be more productive, of course, if the Board had the

necessary information to. make informed judgments or if they had access

to independent information (i.e., information from some source other than.

the staff). In the final 'analysis, the Board must rely solely upon the

staff's information and recommendations, and they rarely contradict the

staff; but they ofteu.po through a,charade of independent analysis.

The effectiveness of the Advisory Board could be increased by either

(a) equipping the Board with the information needed to make independent

judgments, or cb) redefining their role to be one of advisement rather

than governance. In fadt,.the latter situation is evolving now. In the

early stages, the Advisory Board was constituted so as to involVe all of

4 iff



the groups which might sink the Program. Now the Board serves a different.

function, and the staff is developing. Changing the Board members' expec-

tations to conform to the current reality will take some time, but even-

tually the Board will probably ke more likely to leave day-to..day operation

of the System to the staff and concern themselves' mainly with fundraising...

The staff has ways of contacting community and museum people directly now,

and they have less need for an Advisory Board which repTents community

,People and institutions.

C. Due Process Safeguards

Early in the second year, a problem arose concerning one of the com

munity organizations, and the case is important because it illustrates the

need for due process safeguards which' do not now exist. The .relevant facts

are as follows: a community organization did not use its voucher funds for

several months,*and the organization appeared to be in disarray. A member

of the Advisory Board, who wss seemingly well-informed about the organiza-

tion in question, made allegationsto the effect that the community organiw

zation was involved in corrupt* activities and the federal government was

about to bring criminal charges. The Advisory Board entertained a motion

to cut off the organization's voucher, but some members blocked this move

on the grounds that the organization should have the opportunity to present

its case in person and not simply through the voucher staff. A subcommittee

was appointed to investigate the allegations, and after a period of time,

the community organization was able to reorganiZe and participate effectively.

The significant point is that the Voucher Program did not have formal

procedures for dealing with accused organizations or institutions. Incipient

24.
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grievances,- between organizstiona or institutions have been handled by the

administrative ataff, but there ia no formal routine for adjudicating

disputes between the staff and participating organizationa or inatitutiona.

An appeal to the Adsory Board ia about the only recourse a participating

group has when they disagree with the voucher staff, but then the Advisory

Board is selected. by the voucher staff and Tibet of the Board's information

comae from the staff. The case described above provides some precedent for

solving future cases, but some formal procedure is needed for handling die-
, .

pates between the voucher staff and individual organizations or institutions.

D. Information for Decision - making

One of the basic asoumptions of any voucher system ia thst consumera

are capable of comparison shopping between competing suppliers of similar

services. Consumers cannot shop intelligently unless they have accurate

and timely information about their alternatives and the prices of these

alternatives. The representatives of community organization -- the buyera

of institutions' services 7- learn about their alternatives by talking with

individual liaisons, CO-representatives, and the voucher staff.

In their initial proposal, the present evaluation team suggested that

brief descriptions of transactions, including price information, should be

distributed monthly. The idea was to speed up the process of comparison

shopping. The information would be essentially the same as what now cir-'

culates informally by word -of- mouth, but a regularly published bulletin

would make the same information available to all participanta without

delay. Similarly, the evaluation team proposed to circulate accounting

sheeta to liaisons, so that they would know how much money each organization

4
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had left. This would help the liaisons in their "sales" efforts. For

economy reasons, both ideas were scrapped by the Advisory Board. whew-the

evaluation contract was finalized.*

Later in Year 2,, community representatives raised the idea of publishing

transaction details, including prices; but some influential liaisons objected

strenuously, and the voucher staff gave in to their protests. This may be

interpreted to show that institutions' interests come before organizations'

interests in this voucher system.

The liaisons' objections are understandable. Given price ignorance,

the same product can be sold to different organizations at different prices.

iFor example, an organization with a large unspent voucher may pay $500. for.

a fill' series that a second organization may get for $75.00, largely because

they cannot pay much more. Moreover,_ liaisons are, understandably, under

.

stress to produce income or symbolic income, and increased overt competition

between institutions merely raises anxiety. This competitioninduced anxiety

is even more difficult to bear in the cultural world which, like academe,

avoids overt competition and pretends that earning money is only a necessary

evil for survival and not a central mission of the institution.

Price information continues to circulate informally from representative

to representative, but the need for formal publication of price data is still

there, and this ,issue will surface again.

E. Organizational Arrangements

Much of the first year of the Voucher Program was devoted to developing

*Eventually, the "accounting sheets" idea was implemented by the staff, and
monthly expenditure charts, itemizing each organization's voucher purchases
are distributed to all liaisons and community organization personnel.
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policy and building a staff to administer the program. The MC, Inc. director,

Priscilla Dunhill, the voucher project director, Susan Bertram, and assistant

director, Cheryl McClenney, struggled to define roles and allocate wprk,

where there, waa no existing model to provide guidance. The apparent health

of the voucher system is the best evidence that the tasks were meted out

. effectively, but the very success of the Voucher Program has created other

organixational stresses. The participants tend to attribute these atNesses

to personality factors, and indeed personalities are part of the story, but

by and large the stresses are predictable outgrowths of the Voucher Program's

rapid expansion.

A bit of history is in order. Museums Collaborative, Inc., under

Priscilla Dunhill's direction, experimented with cultural vouchers before

FIPSE funded the current Voucher Program. Susan Bertram was hired to direct

the current Program, d she thriw herself into the task with great vigor.

ls
much of the Program's.success can be attributed to her leadership and the

talents and energies of the program associates. As the voucher system

matured and expanded, what had been a small component of MC, Inc'. became

the Collaborative's main program. In Year 2, the voucher project budget

accounted for4hbou6 60 percent-of the total Miiseums Collaborative budget,

and the Collaborative collected approximately S30,000. in overhead charges

from voucher operations.

With apparent success and increased publicity, the voucher staff felt

increasingly self sufficient, and naturally they desired as much autonomy

as possible. The voucher staff wished to recoup their overhead fees,

because this would significantly reduce their fundraising pressures. The

27.



Colaborative, on the other hand, needs the Voucher Program now more than.'

ever for two reasons: (1) vouchers are financially subsidiiing nonvoucher

dperations, and (2) vouchers are attracting positive attention, and natur-

ally. the MC, -Inc. personnel would like to share in this. 'These conflicts

of interest have led to predictable organizational stresses.

The voucher staff proposed to break away from the MC, Inc,* Am4 the.

Collaborative director publicly endorsed this move.* The 'Collaborative's'

Board of Directors vetoed the idea,, and counterproposals ate under dia.-

cussion.

The alternatives seem clear. First, these stresses can be ignored

and allowed to fester, which surely they will do since the basic cause co*

the conflict will continue and, in flip may be exacerbated by program

expansion. Second, 'the Voucher Program can be established as a subsidiary

oftht Collaborative with a separate financial life, although the legal

responsibility for the Program would continue to rest with the Collabora

tive's Board of Directors. Andlinally, the Voucher Program could be

spun off entirely with no financial or policy ties to the Collaborative.

It is neither the evaluator's right or obligation to make recommen-

dations in this case, but it is obvious to all concerned that the first

alternative -- ignoring the existing organizational stresses -- is a poor

choice, because the conflict will continue and probably growl, It is

important to note that this conclusion remains true regardless of the

*See S. Bertram's memoranda of 8 December 1976 and 3 January 1977 to the
MC, Inc. Board of Directors.
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personalities which occupy the Museums Collaborative and voucher project

directorships.*

F; Institutionalization

The FMB demonstration grant ends on 30 June 1977;- and during Year 2'

considerable effort was devoted to planning for the future of the Cultural.

Voucher Program. The Program must change in several ways ifit isito:move

from a demonstration project to an on-going program. '"Institutionalization"

is the,term that is usually applied to this process'of achieving some degree

of organizational permanence.

It appears that at least two majoi changes must occur if the Cultural

Voucher Program is to become a permanent institution, and both:of these

.changes seem feasible. First, the administrative intensity of:the Program

must be reduced somewhat. That is, the ratio of service dollars (voucher

dollars and stipend dollars) to administrative costs must be improved, or

other subsidy systems (e.g., block grants to institutions) may prove more

attractive to policy makers.

'Second, the dollar flow in the voucher system must be expanded so that

cultural institutions will have sufficient incentives to continue providing

*The conflict was resolved after the close of the'evaluation Contract period.
.1s. Dunhill resigned the directorship of Museums Collaborative and .was
replaced by Ms. Susan Bertram on 11 May 1977. Ms. Molly Sidford was pro-
moted to director of the cultural vouchers project. This staff chaige
shbuld.improve the linkages and coordination between the parent organiza-
tion and the Voucher Program, but it also holds the potential for new-
conflicts in that the' fundraising efforts of the voucher project and the
Collaborative may come into severe conflict if both try to draw onthe
same sources. ,One organizational alternative is to centralize all fund-
raising responsibilities in the Collaborative. This would make it possible
for the voucher program to get by with its current-staff of two people, but
it is also very likely that the Voucher Program would receive proportionately
less funding if it had to compete for funds within the Collaborative.
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customized services and competing for voucher dollars. 040 way of increasing

the dollars in circulation is to increase fundraising efforts, but this may

not be the most cost effective way of expanding the voucher pool. An alter-

.native approach is to make the existing dollarsio further, and one way of

doing this is to tap the community organizations which are now receiving

free services. A system of discounted vouchers may provide the mechanism

for generating new funds.

Row to achieve these two changes is the_ Subject of the following

' section, CV) Future Policy Issues.
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V. FUTURE POLICY ISSUES'

A. Administrative Intensity

During liars 1 and 2, administrative costs consumed as such as 26
. .

percent of.the total budget, depending upon how administratiVe.costs are

defined. This relatliely high level of administrative Anemia entirely.

Understhndable, given the experimental nature of the project. But to-

During

o

-

survive on a long term basis, the administrative intensity of the Voucher

Program would have to be reduced significantly. This .can.be done in

number of ways.

First, one of the three full -time "administrative - employees could be

moved to other projects, if the burden of fundrsising;could be removed.

This is not entirely impossible; if reliable long-term funding or contin-

uous government subsidies could be arranged, the Program might be able to
11

operate with two staff members.instesd of three, caterisiArabis.

Second, if the Program could attract substantially more money, a

larger number of participants, both institutions and organizations, could

be served by essentially the same size staff, and thus the per transaction

costs of administration would decrease, although the absolute costs of

administration would remain essentially unchanged. 'There seems to be a

mininnksize below which a voucher staff cannot function (e.g., two people),

but this team can manage a voucher system which is much larger (perhaps by

a factor of two or three) than the present voucher system. But note that

this approach to lowering administrative intensity depends upon increased

funding. Undoubtedly there are some untapped sources of funds for the

voucher system, but there may be another way of generating new money's or

at least making the existing voucher funds go further.

5°
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B. °Discounted Vouchers

Discounting arrangements can take many, forme, but the simplest system

would involve three steps: First, the Advisory Board would assign each com-.

munity organization a,discount rate based on the Board's estimate of the

organization's (a) ability to-pay, and (b) value to the voucher program.-

At the. same time, the Board would authorize organizations to buy vouchers.

of specified values. Second, organizations would buy' vouchers -up to a

specified limit, and the actual' cost of these.voichers would be determined

by the organization's discount rate, as the data in.Table 10' illustrate.

Table 10

FOR $1,000 VOUCHER..? IF THEIR DISCOUNT
ORGANIZATION-MUST PAY: (SUBSIDYYRATE'/S:

$1,000. 0 Ino discount)
900. 10%
800. 20%
700. 30%
600. 40%

SO%
400. 602
300. 70%
200. 80%
100. 90%

0 '100% (complete subsidy)

32.

Finally, transactions would continue exactly as they do under the current-

voucher systS1}. That is, organizationi would purchiZe services from insti-

tutions and then authorize Meseums Collaborative o transfer money from

t%eir voucher account to the institution..

Consider these examples: ay an or
FizstiOn

is assigned a discount

rate of ,20 percent; they must pay eigbr percent of the cost of the services
/

they receive, and the remaining twenty percent would be paid by Museums



Collaborative. If the organization was authorized to hold a voucher worth

$1,000. in services, they would have to deposit $800. with MC, Inc. before'

they could contract for $1,000. worth of services. On theother hand, a

poorer community organization might have a discount rate of 90 percent, so

that for every $1,000. worth of voucher services they purchased; they mould

have to pay the Collaborative $100. In some cases, organizations would

receive complete subsidies -- a 100 percent discount -- so that they would

pay nothing for their vo4her. In other cases, organizations that had suf.-

ficient resources to pay heir way would be allowed to purchase vouchers it

zero percent discount, i.e., they would have to pay the full value of the

services that they receive from the institutions.

Note that, this system builds upon 11past policy of giving different

size vouchers to different organizations, but it adds a second feature in

that organiiations are subsidized according to their need% regardless of

the size of their voucher.

The impact of using differential discount rates, instead of-the current

100 percent subsidy arrangement, depends upon (1) the average discount rate;

(2) the number of voucher holders, (3) the value of each voucher, and (4)

3-3.

the size of the voucher pool. Obviously, all of these factors are inter-

related. .The value of the Average voucher is determined by Equation I,

(_L) v
DR N (Eg. 1)

where P is the voucher pool aVallable, pR is the disc6unt rate, N is the

number of organizations receiving vouchers, and V is the value of the

average voucher.

5
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For convenience, assume that the voucher pool.(P) is $100,000. (rather

that; the current.pool of $90,000.). Figure 3-shows how the number of

34.,

voucher holders '(B) trades of against the value of each voucher (V), given j
different average discount rates (M). The solid curve represents the/cur-

1 :7

rent'aituation,'in which every_ organization is fully subsidiZed (i,e., DR
. . .

14). This curve shows that, givei a pool of $100,000.,'it is possible tO.
-

give 10 groups vouchers worth 110,000-each, or 30:grOups vouchers worth

$3,333.3 each, and so on. If the voucher system'aspires oubling the

-

current 15 community organizations to a total of 30 organizations, a DR

rate of 1.0 Would allow each organization to. receive a voucher worth only

$3,333.33; but using in average rate of .5 would-allow 'the same number of

people-to receive vouchers worth $6,666.66, and using a DR 0 .25 would give

each of the thirty voucher holders a voucher worth $13,333.33. This illus-

tratea how the number of voucher holders, the value of the vouchers, and

the average discount rate are interrelated.

The term "average discount rate" does. not imply that all groups receive

exactly the same DR. For example, an average, systemwide DR of .5 may be

maintained by having one organization at DR 0.0, for every organization

that has a complete subSidy41 DR 1.0. Other combinations of discount

rates:are feasible, and this one is offered only for illustration.

Implementing a discounting policy will raise some difficult, but

-tractable, problems in the short run. The most obvious difficulty will be

to assign fair discount rates to the various organizations. In the past,

the Advisory Board had trouble allocating differential vouchers to organizi-
,

tions, and sure* the same pioblems would arise again if'discount rates were

1.
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assigned. The problem is one of apecifvinl_criteria and asaessina anon.-

cants in terms. Of these criteria. Among the possible criteria are (I.)

organization size, (2) geographical location, (3) performance record in

earli0 voucher.transactiona, (4) potential for effectively using voucher"

dollars, ( 5) "social significance" of the populations served by the organi

zation,'(6) administrative effectiveness of the organization, (7) ability
.

to pay, and (8) willingness to tax themselves for cultural activities.

One way to reduce the problems of assessment is to let the organiza

tions aasess themselves to some degree. This can be done by publishing the

criteria, and then asking community organizations to place themselves in a

DR category (e.g., 1.0, .0, .5, and so on). They would cosiage formouchers,

only with other applicants in this'category. The competition would be

toughest in the DR me 1.0 category, so groups that thought they were less.

needy than other organizations would have incentives to place themselvii

in the category where theyethought they had the best chance. Despite short

term difficulties in implementation, the discounting idea is probably worth

trying for a trial period.

Adoption of a discounting system implies that the composition of the

current voucher 'system will be modified somewhat. Few of the community

organizations in the current voucher project could afford lower discount

rates than DR s .9, and hence to maintain an average DR rate below this

figure would require the addition of several groups at lower discount

rates.

'C. Liaison Stipends

Where do community organizations get thei

SL

s about the services
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they can buy with their vouchers? A directory of services . the so-called

'Mellow pages" -- provides some information, but what the organizations

really need is a personal contact in each institution. To meet this need,

each institution was awarded a stipend to pay for the services of a liaison

perion. Four' institutions received stipeilds of $12,100. per year for full-

time liaisons, two museums received stipends of $7,260. for part -time,

liaisons, and one recent arrival received $6f600. for a part-time liaison.'

The total Year 2budget for liaison stipends was $69,520. or 23 percent of

the total project budget.

At the outset of the voucher demonstration, it was thought necessary to

provide incentives to the museums in order CO attract their support and par-
.

ticipation. The liaison stipends guaranteed that institutions would not lose

money by participating, even if they failed to attract voucher dollars. But

the *voucher concept has proved viable, emd it may no longer be necessary or

desirable to give guaranteed stipends to the institutions.

One alternative would be to eliminate the guaranteed stipends and instead

deposit the funds in the voucher pool for the use of the community organiza-

tions. These groups would have more to spend, but institutions would have to

raise their prices in order to Cger liaison's salaries which are currently

covered by guaranteed stipends; The chief virtue of this arrangement is that

=

institutions are rewarded in direct proportion to their actual service td.
.

organizations. Unproductive institutions would not have guaranteed liaisons,

as they do now, and hence. they would have to improve their productivity or

pay their liaisons with their own institutional funds. The latter solMtion

is unlikely to continue for long; therefore, over a period of time, unpro

ductive institutions would be pushed out of the voucher program.



The possible disadvantages of this system are (1) some small instiw

tutions may suffer cash flow difficulties (i.e., liaison's salaries precede

inco4.from voucher transactions), and (2) total Costs of services may be

Inflated by institutions overcharging for administrative overhead. La

f' principl, total, costs of services rendered should be exactly what they

are now, 1.e.,:the pooled stipend and voucher funds shouldbuy.exactly

the same amount as they do now under separate bUdgets.

Of course, therela no reason why this has to be an all or nothing

situation. Stipends could be maintained but at a reduced level, so that

somemlnimum floor was provided. Also, stipends could be "loaned" to

institutions with the understanding that they had to be repaid; this would

. r obviate the cash flow problem for smaller institutions.

The idea of eliminating stipends and putting the money into the voucher

pool is certainly consonant with the basic principle of vouchers; institu-

tions should be rewarded only to the degree that they actually supply services

to voucher holders. The current system of giving guaranteed income to each

institution is in violation of this basic voucher principle, but in the early''

stages of the demonstration, it was a necessary deviation from voucher theory.

It will probably be impossible to remove or seriously reduce the stipends

until the amount of money in the voucher system increases greatly. Without

this increased flow of funds, institutions will not invest their own funds

in iaisons, because the potential rewards under the current voucher syitem

are rgely symbolic rather than financial (e.g., the largest earner lithe

current voucher system earned about $28,600. in voucher funds and $23,100

in salary stipends in two years).
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

By the standards of traditional summative evaluations, the New York

City Cultural Voucher Prograiwas a success, because its two primary goalli

were achieved with measurable success. The audiences for cultural institu-

tions were broadened, and they were highly positive in' their 'evaluations Of-
.

.theii voucher-finded contact with the cultural,instituiiUns. Moreover, the
.1

cultural institutions broadened.their-offerings, so that. voucher holders*

had access to services which were notroutinely offered:to visitors.

38:

In achieving these project goals, the New York, City Cultural Voucher

Program fulfilled certain intermediary .objectives; A 'Viable management

system was implemented, an administrative staff was recruited, tasks were

allocated, and the project survived organizational disruptions caused, at

least in part, by the rapid expansion of the Voucher Program relative to'

its parent organization, Museums Collaborative,. Inc. Museums competed for

voucher dollars, although for most institutions the *slue of the vouchers

was as much symbolic as monetary. Voucher holders increased their demand

for cultural services, and they now appear willing to pay for continued

access to cultural servicest And finally, the Program was able to secure

funding from diverse private and public sources, and this indicates a

certain degree of public acceptance of the Cultural Voucher Program.

The tendency in summative evaluations is to declare a project a

"success..or "failure," but this is incorrect, and current evaluation

strategie9 recognize that (1) the outcomes of a project are multidimensional

and a project can succeed on some dimensions while failing on others, and

(2) cosi:benefit ratios are important fn titerpreting the policy implica-

tions of successful innovations.
0



The New York City Cultural,Voucher Program, as operated during 1976-77,,

appears to have accomplished its twin goals, but one might question details

elk, process by which these goals were obtained. if the project can be

.criticized on'any, grounds, it would probably be that (1) museums' interests

were placed before voucher holders' interests in some conflicti, {2). no

formal procedures for adjudicating disputes were developed, and the few

conflicts which did occur were handled on an 'adhog'basis. and (3) admin-

istrative intensity was high, although no higher than estimated in the

initial grait.propossl.

Whether these are serious shortcomings or not depends upon one's values

and expectations. The issues are not clear-cut technical issues, and one.

can argue various viewpoints on,all three issues. It can be argued, for

instance, that cultural institutions' interests had to come first during

Year 2 of the demonstration, betause.their continued participation was more.

problematic than the community organizations' participation: Similarly, the

lack of forial procedures for solving disputes may be viewed as a healthy

sign in that it reflects a small need for these rules. And finally, in the

absence of experimental variations in the administrative process(i.e.,

different voucher projects using different administrative plans), no one

can argue that the program's administrative intensity was unnecessarily

wheavy.

The apparent success of the New York City Cultural Voilcher Program

leaves certain questions unanswered. Could the same results or similar

results have been obtained stless cost? all the voucher ides work in

suburban and rural areas where cultural resources are Scarce, and it may

39.



bedifficult to amass enough voucher holders to attract cultural services

into the market place? Can the Voucher Program operate with less adminis

trative resources, that is, at a lower level of administrative intensity,

or is the system so complex that heavy administrative involvement is

imperative? These questions must be answered if the culturalvoucher

concept is to be generalized beyond the unique cultural environment of

New York City. The Year 2 results of the New York City Cultural Voucher

Program appear to justify continued exploration of the cultural voucher

concept.

e,
V
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Voucher Tracking System



- Step 1. Each community organizatiop is authorized to spend a

certain amount of money, as long as they follow the rules

established 'by Museums Collaborative.

i,
. A community group and a cultural institution

agree upon a service the cultural institution

will provide and the,approximate.costof thisrservice.

I/ [.At this point, the cultural institutionls"liaisOn person
..,

.completes a SERVICE REQUEST FORM. (SeeFligura MO. and

sends it to the community group who indicates acceptance

and forwards the form to MC, Inc.

Ste The services are supplied and the liaison person completes

a SERVICE REPORT FORM (sae Figure A2) which is' thin

mailed to the 'community organization for approyal. This

form contains a description of the services' rendered and

the costs of these services, and when approved by the

community organization, it is forwarded to MC, Inc.

Stepz4 At the same time the liaison person completes the

SERVICE REPORT FORM, he or she also completes a confi-

dential EVALUATION FORM On Figure A3) This form,

which goes directly to MC, Inc., provides, some idea of

how the cultural institution's-' staff felt about the

interaction with.the community organization. Would they

do it again? Would they offer"the same services to other

groups? Which other groups?

Step . When the community organization sends the completed

SERVICE REPORT FORM TO MC, Inc., it also encloses a

confidential EVALUATION FORM (Sc e Figure A44). This



form describes the number and distribution of members

who used the services (e.g., bow many men? women? what

ages? what ethnic backgrounds?) , and it gives the

community group a chance to indicate how satisfied or

dissatisfied they were with the cultural institution's..

services.

pus 7. Upon receipt of the completed .SERVICE REPORT FORM (See

Figure A2). MC, Inc., debits the community organization'kr

'account and credits the cultural institution's account.

Notification of these debits/credits are sdht to the

respective organizations and the: community organization

is' also advised of the remaining value of .their voucher.

At the end of the month or billing period, MC, Inc. sends

0

a single oboe); to each cultural institution to cover

the amount dun them from all community organizations.

'Community groups are cultural institutions nay continue to

transact exchanges in this manner until the community organization'd

funds are exhausted. (The SERVICE REQUEST FORMS piov3de a safr:A-y

mechanism, whereby MC, Inc. can detect a pending transaction,

which would exceed the community organization's budget; in this

case, Inc. can intervene; by calling the cultural institution

to step the transaction. Thus, the SERVICE REQUEST FORM r^presents

both a tangitt?.e :record of eventswhich the evatuition team will

analyze- -and a management device for controlling expenditures).

A floe/ chart which summgrizes these procedures is shown in

Fig.

6C

--



tin ilirr
.1ntiTg
in -mils'.
SPACE

01
Community kear4lation:

Cultural IA itution: :!

. . i'l

.

07-8..
'Please desciibe the services to be supplied' to the community
organization and itemize costs where.possible:

4. On what dates will these services be supplied? T TEI
c9-b4

1

115-20

5. Estimated Total. Costs? SET fp
dollars cents

About bow many times did you talk - in meetings or phone c27-28
calls - before this service was formally requested T]

Cultural Inst3tutionr Liaison Person: Pate _ 11TITI
(29 -34

Community Organizations Officer

IF ACCEPTMILE, COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION
swum SIGN AND SEND TO MUSEUMS COLLABORATIVE



CoMmunity Organization:.

Pleas% Describe the Services Provided and Itemize Costs
Where Possible:

i(This is the amount which will be
charged to the Community Organi-
zation's Account, when authoriz-
ing signatures are affixed.)

Community Organization, Officer

CULTURAL INSTITUTION, SEND THIS FORM
TO THE COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION LISTED.

WHEN COMPLETED, COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION
SHOULD FORWARD TOMUSEUMS COLLABORATIVE'



:

Confidenti'al
1

SERVICE EVALUATION FORM - CULTURAL INSTITUTION

Community Organization Served:

Cultural Institution:

NaMelof Person tompleting.Thie Form:

. ,
s'

Date:

Overall, how satisfied were you with this exchange? (circle answer

Very , Very
Dissatisfied 01 2 3 4 5 6 7 $ 9 10 11 12 13 14 Satisfied

neutral

Would your institution be willing to supply the same services to
this CommTity Organization in the future? (circle sanswer)

Definitely Would Not
Probably Would Not.
Undecided 3
Ptobably Would 4

efinitely Would. 5

1N TUN
SPAC8,

07

09-14

c15-16

c17

WOilld your institution be willing to supply the some services to .

other Community Organizations in the future? (circle answer)-

Definitely Would Not 1

Probably Would Not 2

*Undecided - -3
Probably Would 4

Definitely Would 5

o' 4

Your comments and observations would be appxeciated:

MAIL .TO M bEUMS COLLABORATIVE, INC.

[ Fin._ A.! 3

6D
e

c18

(t19

)yes
Ono



r. Confidential

ISERV10E EVALUATION FORM . COMMUNITY ORGA$IZATION.1

WKIlle. IN
TUIS SPACE

Community Organization Servedf:

Cultural Institution:

4

01.3, 4

07.8
limns of Person Completing This Firm:

Date:.

,
how satisfied were.you with this exchange? (circle answer)

Very I Very
Dissatisfied 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 .21 12. 13 14 Satit-

i

Neutral fied

nilKnow!. g what you know now, would you have sought these services?
(circle answer)

Definitely Would Not ... % .. 1

Probably Uould Not 2

Undecided.
.

3

Probably Would 4
Definitely Would .... 5'

Would you recommend'thislAstitution to other Community
Organizations? (circle. answer)

sik

Definitely Would Not.... 1

.Probably Would Not 2

Undecided 3

Probabli-Would ---4
Definitely Would ..... ........:...5

Your comments and observations'would be appreciated:

V.

015.16

.. 017

I 018

Pig. A - 4

MALL TO MUSEUM COLLABOUTIVE, INC.

70



. =Or

00 given
voucher
amount

to spend

S

CO and CI
establi0
contact

projec
agree-1
meat

yea

Approved. by
CO, maiT44
to MC,/nc.,
for approve/

no

services EVALUATION
ren8orod y. FOXI preparf.d
as per , by CI
agreetnent

sEnvret EVALUATION
REPORT
by CI and. CO

FORM prepare(
by co

arbitrates
diapute

coos

no CO approve$7
68

MC Febits CQ,
credits CI,
notifies CO
of avnilnble$

Fig. A- 5,
Voucher !radians System



Programs Uted in the Voucher Waking System



File Structure,

The data are organised into working files, and.the basic organising

unit is the transaction. A transaction occurs each time a community

orgekiselon (CO) asks a specific cultural institution Co-supply.

a speclific service., The details of the transaction4wheCher.or not it

is ever completed) are recorded on elm punch cards acco*ding to formats

described below.

C.,

O.

a

4



DATA PROCESSING & VILE STRUCTURE

SERVICE REQUEST FORM

01-3 Transaction Identification
04 1, indicates this is.a Service Request Form, and s

'-thts will also serve as a Card Number
4. 05-6 Community Organization Identification Number

07-8 Cultural Institution Identification Number
09-14 Date service begins
015-20 Date service ends
021-26 Estimated Total Cost
027-28 Number of Contacts before agreement reached
029-34 Date Cultural Institution signed off
035-40 Date Community Organization signed off

SERVICE REPORT FORM

01-3 Transaction Identification (Sequentially Numbered)
04 2, indicates this is ,a Service Report Form, and

this will also serve as a Card Number.
05-6 Community Organization Identification Number
07-8 Cultural Institution Identification Number
09-15 Ampunt of transaction
016-21 Date CI sign'ed off (day-month-year)
022-27 bete CO signed.noff (day-month-year)

SERVIMFVALUATION FORM-CULTURAL INSTITUTION

01-3 Transaction Identification
4

04 '3, indicates .Service Evaluation Form completed by
Cultural Institution, also serves as Card Number.

05-6 Community Organization*
07-8 Cultural Institution ID (*use as internal check to

make sure service reports, requests and evaluation
have been properly linked for each transaction).

09-14 Date (day-month-year)
015-16 Overall Evaluation (O =Very Dissatisfied, 14=Very Satisfied)
017 Would provide same services to this

Community Organization (1=c1aiiiite1y not; 5=deUnitely
would)

018 Would provide same services to other organizations
(1=definitely would not, definitely would)

019 ,Comments (1==Yes, 0=No)

I c
4



V

SERVICE EVALUATION-COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION

01-3
' .04

05-6
07-8
09-14
015-16
017

018

.l9

Transaction Identifidationi
4, indicates Service Evaluation Form completed by

Community Organization; also serves as Card Numbed
Community Organization
Cultural Institution
Date (day-month-year)
Overall Evaluation (O =very dissatisfied. 14= very sati
Knowing what you know now, would you have-sought
these services?
Would you recommend this institution to other
Community groups?.
Comments (0=Nor 1=Yes)

sfied)

CODING FOR SERVICE REQUEST FORM

01-3 TransactiOn Identification
-04 5, indicates this card carries the coded description

of the services to be rendered..

CODING FOR SERVICE REPORT FORM

01-3 Transaction Identification
04 6, indicates this card carries the coded description

of the services actually rendered.

No.



APPENDIX C

SUMMARY OF TRANSACTIONS AND COSTS FOR ALL

TRANSACTIONS REPORTED THROUGH 1 JANUARY 1977

0
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AmeriCan Museum of Natural History

Period I

American Indian Staff
training -

$350.
Visits -$305

Dance Perf.

Elia-Cor

GLEE

Eta: & Hill

Jamaica.

Manhood

Mobilization
for Youth

Nbrthside

$15.

African Cult.
Classes -$545.

Magazine -$l0.
Admin. $100.

African cult.,
dance,music -

$1,000.

Period .11

Films -$10.

.l

evf

A

Visit-$75. Lectures-$200.
Refreshments- (geol. ,flora,

$62. - fauna, peo.)
Silk screen
course-$240.
Origami class

- $40.

how to use
museum-$14 90

Classes
(mem, NY,

'planets) '-
$357.

Visit - $30.

Classes-$360
Admin.-$50.
Photo wk shop.

- $180.

7"

Period III

Visit -$25.

Period IV

African dance cl.-$160 525.
Lectures.- 5.

(ocean /minerals

Visit Plane -
tarium -$153.

Yearbooks -
$1,000.

Origami-t80.
Supplies-$25._
Visit-$35.

Program on
Man in na-
ture :130.
Visit - $33.

Photo wkshop.
- $300.

I:tinting-$400.

Materials - $300,
Admin. -$25.

Slides and
lectures-$200.-

Weaving, class -
$150.

Materials - $100.
Textile design -

$375.
Photo wk shop. $1415.

Classes (environ,
aqua-life, plains
Indians, Africa)

$225.
Materials - $100.
Visit. - $60.
African dance - $65.



American Museum of Natural History - 2

od I Period

TIP

od III Period IV.

Creative writing
and art wkshop. -

$1,500.(into Jan.

Project Return Photo wkshop.
$20000;

Casita Maria Visits -1-.$150.(into

Jan.) (small aniMais
Planetarium) :-

Bethany Family
Circle

Photo workshop -

$700- .

"4)

76
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Brooklyn *Annum

Period I Period II Period III

American Indian Graphics -$350 Gallery
Printing -$50. Project -$150e-r--44150.
Directory -

$250.
Consulting -

$910.
Materials -$150
Food - $100.

490.

Elm-Cor

GLIB

HANAC

Rte. & Hi Lls

Art workshops - s
-

$400. T405."
Suppliesf$140---0, $ 50.
Admin. . $ 40.50

Media traintg
workshop-0

Exhibit - $1,200

Curator time
4

-

+55.1
Cur. overhead -

, $5.51
Materials450.
Admin.-$131.

Bsklyn Cult.'
$300.

Food - $350.
Gallery shop

-$250.30
Catalog-$10.
Slides -$50.
Admin.- $96.03

Sr. Citizens
pay 46 0

Printing .

flyers-$350:

Media training .gr.CitiZens
workshop-0 Day - 0
Gk.-Amer.
Artists
Interns-$500---* $1,000.

Vol.'wkshop
$33. $67.

Supplies-$66.---a, $13.
Postage - $1004- ----. $200.

Art wkshop-$270.
Wall Mural
Project -$124.

4.

79.

Sr. Citizens
Day - 0
Photo print'g

- $80.

Period IV

Construction costs.
on Gallery project

. $1,506-

Cult11 Arts
Training Prgrm -

$850.
Drama (into Jan.

065.
Travel - $75.
Admin. - $56.

Perf'g. Arts wkshop

$600.!.
Instruments -$170..
Books - $23.
Transp. drums -$25.
Admin. - $80.

Landmark tours -
$480.

Exhibit instal-
lations - $500.



(7,

Broo

Jamaica

Museums - 2
0

Period I

Tour - $100
PosterAmbli-
cations-$40.
Pood-$50.
Admin.-$19

Manhood Animation
film prog.
- Otoo.
supplies-0.2000.
Travel-$150.
Admin.-$150.

Period II

Exhibit
workshop -$50

,Bazaar wkshop.
- $30.

Tour-$102.50
Admin. - $18.25

Jewelry
making.- $45.
Travel - $3.-
Supplies -$25.

Video
training-0

Period III

Tour -
Admin.-$5.
Media
training-0

Period IV

Conductor for
jazz band - $300.
Music - $450.

.Mbsicians - $129., .

amphics Aesigq

Supplies - $146440
Admin. - $54.

Mobilization
for Youth

Northside

TIP

Day care
visits-$20.
Theater group
trip - $6o.

Project Return

Casita Maria

Henry Street

Bethany Family
Circle

41.

Printing
flyer - $60..

C

a

80



El Mueeo

American Indian

Elm-Cor

aas

NANAC

Hts. & Hills

Jamaica

Manhood

Period I Period II

Puerto Rican
music - 0

Mobilization Puppet theater
for Youth workshop-$2,000.

Northside Poster collection Percussion instru-
- $8. monts wkshop-$200.

Art-workshop-$600 Materials - $255.
Puerto Rican Cult.
lectures - $75.

°Period III Period IV

Broadcasting
workshop-$600.
I.

Arts & =arta
slides - $206.-

Dance workshop
-4600.

materials-$50 $50.

TIP

Wojedt Return

Casita Maria

a
4

IP

.81

Workshops - $700.
(music/art/ceramics

Materials - $124.



Museum of Modern Art

American Indian

Elm-Cor

GLEE

PeriOA I Period II

Public rela-
tions workshop

- $30.

2 to forum-$10.
Public rela-
tions work-
shops-$30.

-4.

Public rela-
tions work--
shop-$30.

Museum train-
.ing program

$400.

Pkbposal
writing-$30.
Visit-books
- 40.24.

Food -4'7.99
Admissions-$8.25
Admin.- $2.65

Proposal
writing-$30.
Workshop on
cataloging-0

Period III

Curatorial
mtgs.-$250.
2 viats-$10.

Period' IV

workshop-$450.
Suppliei- 00.
Admin. <* $65. .

Art .supplies for .

one kid r $75.

Hts. & Hills

Jamaica

Manhood

PUblic rela-
tions workshop

.- $30.

Lectures-$54.
Overhead -$5.40
Public rela-
tions work -
shops-$30.

Tour - $192.40

1 to forma
- $5.

Publ rela-
tions work-
shop-$30.

Proposal writing
- $30.

Movie admissions

- $27.75.

Propo writing

Planning Meting
-- $37.50

Films - $360.
Lectures - $300.
Admin. - $60.,

Lectures, film on
photo. - $5o.

Workshop, slides

Visit-guide-
- $107.50

Admin. - $74.50

fibbilization
for Youth.

Northside Phblic rela- Proposal writing
tions work- - $30. .

shop - $30.

Intermedia Arts
workshop - $240.

Materials - $50.-
Boards - 40:42
Lecture - $50.
4dmin. - $35. ,

0 ,
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New Muse

American Indian

,Elm-Cor

IC

GLIN

NANAC

Eta. & Hill

Jamaica

'Manhood

1

Period I

Music lee-
sons-$237:
Instruments

- $133.25
Books - $22
%kdmin.-$105

. .

Music slide
show -$20.

.Food-$25.

Needlecraft
demo-$20.
Live animals
-$20.

Videotapes
'made -$150.

Supplies -$50.
Technician,

-.$50.

. Period II

Arts Prgrm
$10.

Creative
writing -

$972.
Mural work -

shop-$210
Travel-$20.,

Supplies -
$270.

Admin.-$98.50

Workshop
(needlecraft,
textiles) -

$200.

Period /II Period iv

Travel-$26.,
Tourplecture

$25.
Booklets-$4.40
Soda-$14.

-.Drama workshop
- $150.

Admit, 431.
(450.4).

Art workshop-$360.
Music perf-$15d
Travel-$100.
Music scores -$45.
Materials- 0.

Tramp. - $6.
Production
expenses-$160.

Copyright permission
- $14000.

Admin.- $26.

Creative writing

- 450.
Music workshop

- $495
Books - $59.
Mural workshop

- $45.
Modern dahce

- $90.
Supplies-$20.G
Travel-$39.
Admin.-$70.50

Drama worksh4
-

Travel$22.
Macrame-012.50
Materials-$21.50.
Admin. - $40.

Printmaking,
silkscreening

- $525.-------0 $485.
Admin. - $30. Supplies-$40.
Trrivel-$75. $15.

841
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ANew Mae - 2

Period I 'Period II Period III Period IV

Mobilization
for Yourth

Northaide

Puppet
wkehop$2,000

Workshops
(needlecraft)
- $900.

Supplies4207,65
Travel-X31.
Admin.-S112.

TIP African
- $810.

dance
.$450.

..Drimmer;$225.
Travel-$9.
Admin. -$45.
Drama class- $53.50

Project,Return .

47.

4

Casita Nenry'Street

ti

Bethany --

a

a
O


